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Motivation
• Suppose a risk's associated severity is described by a distribution
• Risk measures summarize distribution (e.g., mean-variance methods, VaR, conditional VaR, distorted expectation)
• Expectation dampens catastrophic outcomes -right tail may require further emphasis (risk aversion)
• Questions -How do distortions interact with distributions? -Which distortion function and parameters to select?
Air Force Institute of Technology
where X ≡ severity given undesirable outcome Y ≡ binary RV of occurrence (1=yes, 0=no)
p ≡ prob of no undesirable outcome 
Distortion
• Distortion function, g -Emphasizes worst outcomes ("pushes" density right)
where
Air Force Institute of Technology 6 Literature Review: Distortion
• GB family -six distortions, selected parameters:
• Parameter ranges: 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, b ≥ 1, and c ≥ 0 are sufficient to ensure coherency (i.e., that risks behave "reasonably") (Artzner, et al., 1997) • Apparently no published works on appropriate choice for a distortion function or selection of associated parameters Distortion Parameters for Experimentation
• "Region of sensitivity" for R g ⇒ 1 ≤ R g ≤ 2 (loses track of "distance pushed")
• 3 k -factorial design for GB -"fair" analysis required each parameter have equal influence over R g measure Table 3 . Summary of risk measures, X ∼ exp(λ). , θ 2 , m) .
Air Force Institute of Technology 14 Uniform Distribution: Analytical Results Table 6 . Summary of risk measures, X ∼ unif(θ 1 , θ 2 ).
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Effectiveness and Efficiency
• Importance of combined measure -Without it, no ability to distinguish between pairings with identical effectiveness ("many-to-one" mapping)
-Every increase in R g = additional "step" from SME recommendations → undesirable consequence • Achieve largest possible increase in mean given a specified maximum shift in density
• Shift density by smallest amount required to achieve a specified increase in mean 
Application of Distortion
• Proposed methodology applies distortion on distributionby-distribution basis
• Specific distortions applied objectively in accordance with guidelines previously discussed 
